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i half of THE CHURCH because its members 
are doing after the manner of THE WORLD. 
...this FAITHFUL FEW...DECEPTION of al
most EVERY KIND are in THE. CHURCH± .Here 
we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST

|to FEEL the STROKE of the WRATH of God.
I THE ANCIENT MENi . .and they- say+.. (Coast 
to Coast since 1980)...He is TOQ MBHCTFyithe_otherJ^Whocan^deny^that 
to visit HIS PEOPLE in Judgment. ("GOD™

[ DOES-NOT=DESTR0YI" ) .. .Thus MPEACE and

= we are to accept the Truth 
even if it be:"OVER THE HEADS 

of Ministers and President. Those who in 
such a work will say, "I pray thee have 
me excused," should beware lest they z€- 
ceive their discharge for Time and for 

rnity. ” T5: 369.
jlFACT SEAL OF GOD" chapter"T5:

. 207*216- Whet- do we see in
this Chapter? Which deals with EZEKIEL 
9 « because of the "ABOMINATIONS" fount » 
in EZEKIEL 8 -. I f we can-PROVE*that this 
comes SUDDENLY! In a Time when: “rhe 
CRISIS is FAST APPROACHING...AT THE TlUE 
When the DANGER'and DEPRESSION of THE- ■ 
CHURCH are GREATEST, the LITTLE COMPANY 
who are standing: in the LIGHT will be 
SIGHING and CRYING fox the ABOMINATIONS 
that are done in the Land. BUT MORE ES-

FACT“15“Several times during the 
past winter(1888-1889) I have met
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(TTjEWS that became CHRiSTI ANS ~
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PAAR did such a good Job of giving the 
ADVENTIST LIE about the’"SHUT DOOR" thai: 
WILSON elevated Mm-to PRESIDENT of the 
AUS T KA LIAN field! "Mangr poor- outcasts < ■ 
even PUBLICANS and' SINNERS-,iwdll grasp, 
the HOPE set before them* in the*GOSPEI. 
and will go into the Kingdom BEFORE- the 
ones who have had. ..GREAT LIGHT* but wh^ 
have walked in DARKNESS... In.. the Last 
Great Day many will sag*. LORD,
open unto us.” But the DOOR will be

OUT!* of !he HOLY CITY, flut their REFUSAL meant DEATH! Aqa’r
SHUT, and their KNOCK will be JjV VAX?/.* 
TR.-75. "THE GREAT CRISIS...The Time of 
God's DESTRUCTIVE JUDGMENTS is the Tin* 
of MERCY for those who have had no op
portunity to learn what is TRUTH. Tender* ■ 
ly will the Lord look upon them. His 

' heart of Mercy is touched; His hand is 
still stretched out. to save, while the 
DOOR^IS^CLOSED to those who would not 
enter.. .give the LAST MESSAGE OF MERCY 
to (the CH^CT^Lto^the^ORLD}^ 
nT 00” L AT E 7 TOO" L A Tf7 the g "wi 11' see that! 
AhGELS OF GOD are in the WARFARE against 
ALL who have DEPARTED from the Faith." 
RH AStM. Sent.30*1909.
FAcFUr””'

SAFETF rs the Cry / ff from.. .THESE 
DUMB DOGS that will not BARK are 
\the ones who feel the just vengean<s 
Of an offended God...ALL PERISH TO- 
GETHRRj" JI5^209-211.
TACT (iT-jf we can prove that this 

SEALING is spoken of as be 
tng in the FUTURE. If we can PROVE 
that H.R.JOHNSON in RH A5:154,156* 
in ITEM (12)^speaks of this as tak
ing place in 1905 = (or GERMAN RE
FORM has it since 1844)^that throw?. 
All MEANING to the "SEALING" being 
SUDDEN = the Wind up of all affair?, 
on Earth the CLOSE of PROBATION, 
if ELLEN WHITE in a DOZEN * nay, 2 
DOZEN references, 3 DOZEN REFERENCED 
puts this in the FUTURE « then we 
are FINISHED with H.R,JOHNSON = as 
well as all others who REJECT the 
"SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" teaching that 
this SEALING comes."SUDDENLY 1" and 
is the Wind-up of Earth;s affairs, 
and BEGINS with the ADVENTIST MINI
STRY. So naturally they will FIGHT 
to the DEATH *>■ to DENY any such de* 
signation. All we have to PROVE is 
that the SEAL-ING Ts yet FUTURE - 
that it runs concurrently with the 
■"MARK OF THE" BEAST"-and the SUNOAV. 
LAW as a SI GN-that PROBATION for fa* 
ventists is over. The Door has beef 
5hutThere is no Second Probation .
I f we can prove that 55 we need not 

; PECIALLY will their prayers arise in be- prove anything else. All that they 
wr 11e i 5 _ for_ the_W rn_______ __ _ __
FACf~W^~r,Kw is the Time to

* PARE!" TSzZlb. "Thcee who 
are UNITING with the World are. pre
paring for the MARK^OF^THE^BEAST.^ 
T5:216. (Same. J TH! S=l S^THE^MESSAGE* . 
from one End of the Testimonies to

Time would print Articles diametrlJ” 
cally OPPOSED to ELLEN WHTTE or to 
other Teachers or Elders of the 
Church. So<fhaB little detail does 
not amount to much, if anything. 
This was done right; from the begin* 
ning, even under the EDITORSHIP of 
JAMES WHITE. And he was not RIGHT 88 
all the time himself. So we go b> 
what? By the ORGINAL WRITINGS of 
ihg=£r2ghStAi,gSd=nothina=#lSSi== 
•If the SEALING is Truetand it is)- 
If 144,000 are SEALED(and they are) 
then this is really the MOST MOMEN
TOUS TRUTH we have, that no other 
Church has. And certainly the SDA 
Church does not have it. And they 
will be VERY SURPRISED to hear it. 
"In a Message yet Future!" 1888 GC 
383. "In every Age there is a NEW 
DEVELOPMENT of TRUTH, a MESSAGE of 
God to the people of that GENERATKrTi 
COL 127. "At this Time a MESSAGE... 
THE LAST RAYS OF MERCIFUL LIGHT, th? 
LAST MESSAGE of Mercy.. .To those wio 
go OUT to meet the BRIDEGROOM is 
this MESSAGE given.. .While all the 
World is plunged in DARKNESS, 
will be LIGHT in every dwelling of 
the Saints." COL 415,420. 
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’*.A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the 
Churches is to be proclaimed.. .As 
we near the Close of Time." TM 117. 
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. BOLDLY will men of God's appoint- 
Tient. DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH

...... .................

WARNED bv Christ

| Thr SEALING-.
We understand very little of the SEALING. 
,rThe lTCLJIJ Will DO WICKEDLY: and NONE 
of the wicked shall understand; hut the 

: lie. j Bl 11 _ lif S™’ 2 ^Daniel _ 12 £ 10r
| Many think the 1^5,000 are all JEWS, fho 
'NW1 s think they are all JW's. Both'. DE AD’ 
< and LIVING, and you wi ll KNOW if you arc 

v - ■ °De_of_them!__l^think tMs__i_s_sjnce_j_21^i
that the ReHIURIAH SMITH; for a loop pgQpJg more MIXED UPthan ADVENT^ 

ISTS. Most think they are- ALL- 12 TRIBES 
ROLLED INTO ONEi They.are the- 1AA^OOOv .

-all by themselves! And then, of course, 
! there has to be-, that "GREAT TUBE*u .
that HOUTEFF*FROOM* ANOE RS ON*TUC KE R*-ROG- 
ERS-NAGEL=FRI ENOW-ILSOtMjHnq in *» in

The Adventists Tike this, it elevates 
them above all Mank-ind*; Mank-ind^ mustcone 
and SALAAM’LOW-before J44vWK^ReUD LAO’ 
DICEANS to- be Saved!; ■ Perhaps: NOTHIW 
keeps marry. IN THiS^TREDESTfHATWWM* 
FALL IBLE'' Church' I i ke-. that, D(M*MAw.t Whw? 
!f_N2I_OHLi2_t^tJhurch_wn]_be_SA^ 
What if there is a "mTdnTgHT CRY" before 
the "LOUD CRY"=and NONE’ are SEALED ex
cept they "JOIN^that MYSTERIOUS-"PRO
CESSION” that comes out of NOWHCREr in 
COL 406. That is.why the TRUTH of: the - 
MIDNIGHT CRY is not’taught"irr the-SEMd-u 
NARY. Nor the TRUTH of the "SHUT DOOR"^ 
Adventist people DISTRACTED*from the 
TRUTH of the "SHUT DOOR"’ by the BRINS-

........, ■.inii.mriirllliirii rr..........       >•

have been'asked to comment on "
We have noticed for a long Time *
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THE VOICE OF GOD..
Those who died in the Third Angel’s Mes
sage are RAISED at the VOICE OF GOD. EW 
285. We need to study "EVENTS" in their 
Order. Perhaps the-most accurate account 
U in 1884 GC 453-4, 
(l)At Midnight=SIGNS and WONDERS.

has been a float for about 2 years, 
originated in this wise: In a letttr 
written from Basel, Switzerland, tc 
a minister in California I made a 
remark subs tan! a Uy as follows‘ 
"The JUDGMENT has been over 40 yrs 
in progress on the cases of the 
DEAD, and we KNOW NOT how soon it. 
will pass to the cases of the LIV
ING J* The. letter was read to dif
ferent persons z and carkckss HEAR
ERS reported what they THOUGHT the* 
heard. Thus the matter started.«« 
REPORT HAS IT that a minister now 
living has been seen by me as SW£) 
in the Kingdom of God, thus repre
senting that his final salvation is 
ASSURED. There is no truth whatever 
in this statement...HE THAT OVER- 
COMETH, the same shall be clothed 
in white raiment; and 1 will not 
blot out his name out of the Book 
of bife** * ♦ *‘*but i f any man DRAW 
BACK. *. draw ba ck un to PERDITION. *r 
T5:692-3.
IN~"THE SEAL~OF^GOF"chapteF~f572O/ 
we should perhaps spend more Time 
to see the SEALING is in a Time of 
"CRISIS."‘Wit "CRISIS” is the MID
NIGHT CRY in COL 406-412. Which is: 
"THE GREAT FINAL TESTI” COL 412. 
For the Church. COL 406. It is the 
"EARLY RAIN"«tho$e who do not pass 
this Test - will have NO PART In 
the "LATTER RAINThe CRISIS is 
FAST APPROACHING.[Future Tense in 
1882.]... Those who walk in the Light 
WTLL=SEE^SI&(S [Future Tense AGAINfj
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Ic^pany-..NTLL=BF^SlGHING=AND~CPyiFG... 
[Future Tense AGAIN! go thru the Chapter 
and see how many Times the SEALING is 
spoken of in Future Tense !] IS:209. RH 

~ 105. That this applies to the* LAST
IS~NOT~TRDE. A similar nxo£, win c}; CHURCH I In their OMEGA of APOSTASY;Wherr 

they "WILL" do this, and they "WILL" do 
that. And when God "WILL" have enough of 
it and "Wl tV'^'TOWATE it NO LONGER..„ 
The SEAL of God WILL BE placed upon the 
Foreheads of those ONLY who sigh and- cry 
for the ABOMINATIONS DONE. ...AT THAT TIME 
[Future Tense] shall Michael stand up.. 
and there shall be a Time of Trouble, 
such as NEVER- WAS.. .WHEN- this Time of 
Trouble comes... .THE SEAL of the Living 
God is upon Hia p&vple. THTS-SMALl^RSM- 
NANT..." T5:212,213. TM 284, DA 294. 
■.Mi- M, M M M -M 'ie M M AM. MX X» WR UMS Mg: <MK W SWt SW: «W W W W «*• W W!» ■’W': •* W '** -Wf •**» -W <T- —

And then T5:216 shws again that the 
SEAL and the MARK come concurrently.
That we are to "PREPARE" for that TIME. 
And it comes as a ”midnight thief." GC 
491. "SOON - none know HOW SOON - it wil 
pass to the cases of the LIVING.** 1884 
GC 315. T6:13G. T5:526. 
W-MUKM Mff Wtt W M» W W «W MW WK w -SIW «* w- « —«• WKWMM-W MM-MM ««. MmmM. M,MMMM.M<i,.

TRANSLATED.
There are many Some seal their
Testimony In their BLOOD. That SEAL doej 
not keep them from Dying. But this SEAL 
of the "LIVING GOD" is a PLEDGE, that 
they WILL NOT ■ that they CAN NOT « DIE 
What else does "TRANSLATED WITHOUT SEE
ING DEATH"«what else does that mean? 
EW 34^1*283-4.501:201.
The ones who come out of the Grave are 
a different Class. EW 285. ST 1:116.

........ .. ......

U such a Time as this =■■ Adventists are 
.1 ^reaching from Coast to.. Coast - "GOD DOE >

IQT DESTROY!"® T5:211. "THESE DUMB DOGS!" 
*ALL PERISH TOGETHER!”

ANOTHER THING HAPPENS
The DESTINY of the Church.is NOT deter
mined on how well they can "FINISH THE 
WORK!‘^because they are "FINISHED!" be- 
‘ore the "LOUD CRY!" They NEVER GIVE the 
'LOUD CRY!" It is given by a "PROCESSlOb1 
^OL 406 and that same page says the WISE, 
if WISE ENOUGH ® "JOIN" that NEW MOVE
MENT/ just like the JEWS had to JOIN a 
iEW MOVEMENT of 12 Disciples or else be 
SLAUGHTERED! And this is the FIRST tbinc 
fehown in the ORIGINAL GC ® and this is 
the FIRST thing CHANGED by the URIAH 
iMITHMWHELLS GANG . The "GATHERI NG*SEA1- 
ING" Time is also the "SCATTERING" Time, 
EW 69. When the JEWS would TRY to build 

. jp "OLD JERUSALEM"=but they will also be 
’SLAUGHTERED!" EW 75. RH A3:632. Al:11.
*T Nov.1850. DA 628-9,635,739.

Is the LAST THING they can do! THAI DES RUCTION WiLL PF WpEATED! l884 GC 37“8. That applies to ALL who REFUSE 
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Cub Ui ;y-SSS!.TERSlS^FEUVLE, ..the little 2\"IN QUICK SUCCESSION453~GC 636.
3)Streams cease to flow. DARK CLOUDS.

IS DONE!" SHAKES HEAVEN 4 EARTH. 
iS)Causes EARTH QUA KE. F1r mam: o t opens. 
'6)Mountsins shake = rocks = roar ~ 
7)Sea lashed to fury. Hurricane.
■8}Mountain chains sink. Islands disappearbring the 
■9)GR£AT HAILSTONES. Other references we 

see this is AFTER all the Rest. And
:iO)AFTER al I that - "graves are opened.r

in d “ t he “ T M 7000® "RECITrN H E " the! r“ FRIENDS r 
who had been torn from them BY DEATH!"
IW 16. WTF 15. "W& all entered the cloud 
"OGETHER." EW 16.

EVENTS 
and in theirn "EVENTS" and in their "ORDER." As soo i 

«vf.r the SEALING STARTS * the SLAUGH
TER STARTS. And once the SLAUGHTER STARTS 
CONTRARY to any ROGERS YARN « "... there 
fill be NO PERIOD of RESPITE until the

____ __

(( ’j v - - n ! Tv oIeY
”“TtHe'Tupot t tSaty Confer

ence at Minneaplis , [1888] "51ster 
^hrte was shown that the JUDGMENT, 
which since 1844 had been passing 
upon the righteous dead, had now 
begun upon the LIVING." IHTE-IGIC'R

to LEAVE THE. CHURCH!)))
NO jr/flLSE ilTche:7™”..““

AS THE SEALING.PROGRESSES « and the
SDA MINISTERS are SLAUGHTERED.T5 :21 I . MM- <w. w* «M «R »S- -SOW ««■ W« Mi. Mi: MK- iM. Mi -M M. Mi- -MM- mW- mk- w- w. <w rjjog Xff ««•:By Courtesy of Allen 1. Lee » the 
Book-''IMPLEMENTING VATICAN 11js®the 
s u rp r i s i ng 1y FRAN K PAPAL PLAN1 to 

"SEPARATED BRETHREN" back 
to PAPA. And the Book from beginning 
to end - just like the ADVENTIST 
"CONSTITUTION. BY-LAWS, and WORKING 
POLICY"® a Book NOT OPEN to the LAY ■ 
MEMBERS^the SAME as the HOLY SEE 
any "PRIEST" must consult the BISHOJ 
every MOVE he makes! to bring about 
SWAPPING CHOIRS on EASTER-LENTEN or 
otherwise. As the SDA did with FROO4 
WILSON = "MISSION«KEY *73The 3~ 
Fuld UNITY! Sone are looking into 
the FUTURE for that which is a Ire^dv 
PAST! ECUMENICAL UNITY has always 
been led by the HIGH CHURCH OF ENG
LAND ® by the PAXT0HS®G0LD$W0RTH¥’s 
the ANGLO-CATHOLICS now making the 
biggest DRIVE of their Career ® to 
hammer Home their Idea of "GOSPEL"® 
Instead of "RELI SION’WERDI CT Vol.5 
No.2 .iJUNE? 1 982rlThe^PAPAL^UNEL_ . 
We go by "IT IS written''M t Is writ
ten that this will be WELDED togeth- 
er_by_Counciis of men? NEVER!
It wi irZome'f7om“R6MANTSMrNEVERr

~ “ wTHr$ANCfUARY®SEAnNG7
Read very carefully the "SHAKING" 
Chapter. T1:I79. See the Holy Angel > 
"LEAVE!" for all Eternity and WHY? 
THEN they are given over FULLY for 
the FIRST TIME to the "CONTROL of 
EVIL ANGEIS!" Tl:187. Then these AD’ 
VENT I STS® "APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH'*® 
GC 444 = will give them the "POWER" 
that will ASTOUND the BEAST! And 
THEY are the ones who Whip together 
ECUMENICAL UNITY and the ONE-WORLD 
CHURCH united with their LAWYERS in 
their OMEGA! SM 2:48-55,95,100,24.


